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    Why Choose Blue Ridge Dental?
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            Convenience
                We have plenty of space to accommodate the entire family, as well as vital coverage for dental
                    emergencies and a comprehensive variety of services. 
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            Commitment
                We want to see our patients smile. We help develop the perfect strategy for addressing their oral
                    health through transparency, education and open communication.
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            Compassion
                Compassionate, transparent care is important to us. We always take the time to help our patients
                    feel heard and appreciated throughout each visit.
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        Meet Our Dentists
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        Meet Our Team
    



    5-Star Dentistry & Service, at Every Visit

    
        
            
                
                
                
                    
                    Valerie J., Charlottesville, VA
                    “They are awesome! We have 2 kids and they accommodate our family so we can all get seen. They
                        care about you and are always there to help. If something happens and you need an emergency
                        dentist, they offer that as well. It is a wonderful practice.”

                
                
                    
                    Mike L., Charlottesville, VA
                    “Dr. Hunter and his entire staff have been exactly what I've needed to continue to have healthy
                        teeth and, a healthy happy smile. Thank You all so much!!!! For everything you do!!!!

                
                
                    
                    Katherine O., Crozet, VA
                    “I've been going here for years, as have my kids. Couldn’t find a nicer, more efficient team!
                        Great family dentist. I can't recommend them enough!”

                
            

            
                

                Read More Reviews
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                watch more testimonials
            

        

    




    Featured Services
        Select a service below to learn more. 
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                    Preventive Dentistry
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                    Full-Mouth Rehabilitation
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                    Comprehensive
 Dental Care
                    for Charlottesville & Crozet Families
                

                Our practices are proud to offer a wide variety of services that truly has something for patients of
                    all ages! By doing so, our families are saved valuable time that would otherwise be spent on
                    traveling to multiple practices, and everyone has a reliable oral healthcare home that they can turn
                    to again and again for compassionate, personalized care. Has it been six months since you or your
                    child’s last checkup and cleaning? Don’t hesitate to contact one of our locations today. 

                
                    Learn About Checkups & Cleanings
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                    All-on-4
 Teeth in a Day
                    Regain Your Best Smile
                

                When an extensive amount of natural teeth have been lost, your quality of life can be negatively
                    affected in a variety of ways, from the foods you're able to eat to the way you look in photographs.
                    Thankfully, All-On-4 is available here in Charlottesville and Crozet as a comprehensive solution.
                    Like the name suggests, All-on-4 uses as little as four dental implants to anchor a full, lifelike
                    dental prosthetic in place - all at once, an entire arch of attractive and strong teeth is rebuilt!
                

                
                    Learn About All-on-4
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                    Full-Mouth
 Rehabilitation
                    New Smile, New You
                

                As far as our team is concerned, it’s never too late to regain a full and confident smile that helps
                    you live your life to the fullest. If the oral health problems you’re facing are severe in nature,
                    we’ll work together with you to create a personalized full-mouth rehabilitation plan that provides
                    you with beautifully transformative improvements. Whether we’re rebuilding missing teeth or helping
                    you overcome infection, you can rest assured knowing that you’ll be treated comfortably and
                    compassionately every step of the way. 

                
                    Learn About Full-Mouth Rehabilitation
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                    Injured Tooth?
 In Pain?
                    Dental Emergencies Welcome
                

                When urgent oral healthcare problems strike, the last thing you want to be told is that your dentist
                    can’t see you for another few weeks. At our two practices, our doctors make emergency coverage a top
                    priority, and we’ll do everything in our power to see you ASAP. Root canal therapy and other
                    endodontic care is one of our specialties, and these services do wonders in relieving serious pain
                    and sensitivity. Above all else, our goal is to give you the comforting relief and reliable support
                    you need when you need it. 

                
                    Learn About Root Canals
                    Learn About Dental Emergencies
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                    Chao Pinhole®
 Surgical Technique
                    State-of-the-Art Treatment
                

                A receding gumline can occur over time for a number of reasons, including overly aggressive brushing,
                    the use of tobacco, the presence of periodontal disease, or simply aging. Unfortunately, this
                    condition is likely to result in not only consequences for your smile's appearance, but painful oral
                    sensitivity and an increased risk of infection. The Chao Pinhole® Technique is a revolutionary
                    method of gum recession treatment that is minimally invasive and virtually pain-free. You'll be able
                    to get back to your regular routine right away!

                
                    Learn About Chao Pinhole®
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                    Modern
 Dental Implants
                    Replace Missing Teeth
                

                Over time, the loss of one or more teeth can harm your oral health, your smile’s ability to function,
                    and your overall sense of self-confidence. Thankfully, dental implants are able to virtually turn
                    back the clock! Unlike traditional reconstructive services, implants rebuild the entire natural
                    structure of a tooth top to bottom, leaving patients with a replacement that looks and feels
                    indistinguishable from the genuine article. They’re also unmatched in terms of longevity, with many
                    lasting for the rest of the patient’s life. 

                
                    Learn About Dental Implants
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                    Missing Out On Sleep?
                    Rest Easier with Sleep Apnea Therapy 
                

                Do you regularly snore and wake up feeling exhausted in the mornings? Maybe you’re already using a
                    CPAP machine to curb sleep apnea symptoms, but the bulky equipment is just too uncomfortable. At
                    Blue Ridge Dental, patients with mild to moderate apnea symptoms can explore a brand-new therapy
                    option! Custom oral appliances from our experienced dentists are designed to correct your airway
                    comfortably, helping you stay asleep and finally wake up feeling ready for the day ahead. 

                
                    Learn More About Sleep Apnea Therapy
                

            
        

    




    
        Dreaming of a Straighter Smile? Ask us how to get your Perfect Smile with Invisalign® Today!

        Request a Consultation
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        You can straighten crooked teeth and close annoying gaps using a treatment so discreet that only you and your
            dentist will know about it.

            
        Request an Appointment

    

    



    
        Making Dentistry
 Affordable
            Dental Insurance | CareCredit Financing
        

        Paying for quality dental care shouldn’t have to be a headache-inducing process. At our two practices,
            patients will find plenty of convenient options. We’re in-network with several major PPO insurance plans,
            and low-interest financing through CareCredit can help simplify your overall cost into manageable monthly
            payments. Also, we provide an in-house discount plan. We want to help you do what's best for you. 

        
            Explore Your Options Discount Plan
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        Kacey Insurance
 & Financial Coordinator
        

        - We Proudly Accept -
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    Ask Kacey A Question
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        Ready to Get Started?

        Request an Appointment
    



    
        
            Charlottesville Blue Ridge Dental
            (434) 978-1510
            2320 Commonwealth Dr, Charlottesville, VA
                        22901Just off route 29.

            Office Hours
            
                Monday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

                Tuesday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

                Wednesday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

                Thursday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

                Every Other Friday 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
            
            
                
                
                
            
        

        
        
    

    
    
        
            Crozet Blue Ridge Dental
            (434) 823-2385
            5405 Ashlar Ave., Ste. 102Crozet, VA
                        22932Inside the Old Trail neighborhood.

            Office Hours
            
                Monday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

                Tuesday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

                Wednesday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

                Thursday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
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